According to Marxist theories, public administration must be a subject of single political party that has Marxist ideology. Russia after 1917 and China after 1949 idealized Marxism but they implemented Marxist ideologies in these countries according to the interpretations of their revolutionary leaders like Vladimir Lenin and Mao Zedong. Although, Marxist implementations by Lenin, Stalin and other Russian leaders failed in Soviet Union and proved successful in China after socio-economic reforms under Deng Xiaoping. This was because administrative policies in Soviet Union were formulated and implemented from the elite ruling class what they felt better while same process is started in China from
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Holzer (2011), Khan (2008) and Rabin (2006) describe difference and relation among public policy and public administration while Basu (1994) principles of public administration in democratic societies. Similarly, Billet (1993) and Hei (2012) theory of modernization and its relation with systemization, urbanization and industrialization. On the other hand, Sokov (2000) relates the process of modernization with globalization and considers it as a reason of Soviet disintegration.
McGrath (2013) and Adamski (1999) differentiate among development theory and theory of modernization. (Holzer, 2011, p. 13 ) (Khan, 2008, p. 1) (Rabin, 2006, p. 3).
To understand basic functioning of public administrators, firstly we have to differentiate among the concepts of bureaucracy and public administration. As the term "bureaucracy" is a combination of two words; bureau (a French word means "desk") and kratos (a Greek word means "to rule"), the term "public administration" is a concept of delivering services to the public for their welfare. In fact, all the functions of bureaucracy are called public administration in a democratic welfare state. But, the difference is, bureaucracy has hierarchical structure of non-elected officials while, there is somewhat political involvement in the process of public administration (sometimes at city or district level). Joint services of the elected officials along with bureaucracy, renowned members of civil society and sometimes non-profit organizations or groups at government level are considered as public administration (Lane, 2006, p. 44 ) (Box, 2007, p. 151 (Bantin, 1997, p. 176 ).
On the other hand, some basic parts in any state's system of governance are government, ministries, departments and several other government agencies. There are also several independent commissions established by the government which are the part of governance but actually these are not political institutes. Usually, these independent commissions check the political activities of the government officials and politicians. Although, basic purpose of establishing these departments, institutes, ministries and commissions are established for delivering services to the public but it depends upon the structure of governance in any state that makes it authoritative or welfare process (Basu, 1994, p. 66) . There is some difference among theories of modernization and development. Although, initially, several scholars relate both the theories but later, the difference became wide. (Vogel, 2013, p. 12-14) .
The process of modernization started from the capitalist world but it created huge impacts on socialist countries. As, process of modernization is based on urbanization, industrialization and systemization, socialist states felt need of modern institutionalization to manage these three factors. Concept of politburo in socialist state is as a strong decision making authority (Schueller, 2013, p. 15-18) .
This concept of politburo was very much related with the perception of Karl Marx regarding bureaucracy. So, we can say that Soviet Politburo was a strong bureaucratic structure which demolished in 1991 with disintegration of Soviet Union. On the other hand, Chinese
Politburo was although a strongest decision making authority till 1978 (Schueller, 2013, p. 19) .
At that time, he introduced reforming structure of Since then, administrative structure of China is following some attributes which are as follows; 1) Administration must be a degree of market exposures and explorations.
2) Administration must be under hierarchical structure with some rules and regulations.
3) Administration must be linked with local political influence and participation.
4) Administration must be for the security of public.
5) Administration must be able to solve
complex problems of society or must be able to achieve complex goals for the betterment of the society.
6) There must be a relation with managers and high authorities in administration.
7) Each department, institute, ministry or commission must have effective performance.
8) Personal character of the employees in different departments, ministries, commissions and institutions must be counted.
9) At every election cycle, senior managers or heads of the institutions, departments, intuitions or ministries must be changed (Urio, 2012, p. 50-65) .
Since then, China has modernized system of public administration. Although, sometimes it faces systematic problems like protest in Hong
Kong during 2014, but in mainland China, this neo-socialist structure has gotten agreed space.
During 21 st century, Russia has adopted multiparty democratic system after Soviet disintegration but still its political structure is inspired from 
